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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 477 10.8 3.8 18 60.2 100
2 477 7.1 3.1 14 50.4 100
3 477 9.5 3.8 18 52.7 100
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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(d) Discuss the factors which have influenced your participation in sport/physical activity. 
[6]

3





Sticky Note
This is a very good answer, however the candidate lacks a depth of knowledge and amplification in some of the factors, and does not fully develop the discussion

Sticky Note
The candidate makes several valid points, however the amplification lacks depth of knowledge and resembles a list (level 1)

Sticky Note
Level 2 answer that is personalised and has some amplification. The candidate lacks a fuller answer and  factors would have  needed to be more developed in order to access Level 3MARK: 4

Sticky Note
Again the influence from friends is amplified but could be further developed in terms of how friends support participation and adherence.

Sticky Note
This opening paragraph is personalised and identifies a factor that has effected their participation, however it could have been further developed for Level 3





Sticky Note
This final point tries to amplify the mark on tradition

Sticky Note
Level 2 the answer lacks the personal aspect. Too generalMARK: 3

Sticky Note
There is amplification of the influence about the environment

Sticky Note
There are two points here from the mark scheme but this is just a list with no amplification

Sticky Note
Again this is from the mark scheme but has no amplification and therefore still only level 1





Sticky Note
There is little discussion throughout the whole answer. The majority of points are not amplified and therefore do not access level 2 

Sticky Note
This is a Level 2 answer that has limited amplification of the points made. The answer is very generic and lacks personalisation

Sticky Note
This mark related to family, friends has some amplification and therefore starts to move into Level 2MARK: 3

Sticky Note
This paragraph lists influences and therefore is level 1
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 (e) Discuss the risks associated with a sedentary lifestyle. [6]
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Sticky Note
This is a Level 2 answer, however some points are concise but well amplified and answer the questionMARK: 4

Sticky Note
This is a concise answer that covers the risks of physical, mental and social health associated with a sedentary lifestyle. Some are more clearly identified and amplified. There is an attempt to discuss how to reduce these risks.

Sticky Note
This final section offers the alternative to a sedentary lifestyle and makes the connection between physical and mental health and how to overcome a sedentary lifestyle

Sticky Note
This risk is related to Well being and mental health. The candidate amplifies their answer and this is clearly Level 2

Sticky Note
The candidates list factors associated with a sedentary lifestyle

Sticky Note
There is the risk of not being able to engage in day to day life. However this is not particularly clear.





Sticky Note
Level 2 answer. There is identification of the risks however they are limited in terms of amplification and development.MARK: 3

Sticky Note
The candidate has a limited knowledge and does not link the risks. There is some amplification but there is no development. The final paragraph again attempts to associate risks and how to overcome them but it only identifies.

Sticky Note
The candidate makes the connection between stress confidence and meeting people  - well being. This amplification is Level 2

Sticky Note
The candidate begins to identify physical health problems of diabetes but does not discuss the risk.

Sticky Note
This is not a valid point as it stands as it does enter into why.
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Sticky Note
This is a Level 2 answer that has limited knowledge of the risks. However some of the risks do have some amplification.MARK 3

Sticky Note
within this answer there are only simple risks on health and joints with some amplification and there the candidate can only access level 2

Sticky Note
this point does not discuss the risks

Sticky Note
This point identifies a risk and the consequence of it in relation to health 

seanwilliams
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by seanwilliams
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(d) Discuss the factors which have influenced your participation in sport / 
physical activity. 


 School


 Family


 Friends


 Funding


 Role models


 Inspiration – Olympics


 Health


 Social


 Physical


 Mental


Level 1 (1-2 marks) 
Few factors mentioned.  List type answers with no amplification 


Level 2 (3-4 marks) 
There is limited knowledge of the reasons why they participate. Answers 
show some amplification. 


Level 3 (5-6 marks) 
Good knowledge of factors influencing participation.  Answers are 
personalised and developed. 


[6] 
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(e) Discuss the risks associated with a sedentary lifestyle. 


 Health issues


 Obesity


 Joints


 Blood pressure


 Cholesterol


 Heart problems


 Well being


 Stress reduction


 Social inclusion


 Belonging


 Escapism


 Physical


 Mental


 Social


Level 1 (1-2) 
Some risks are mentioned.  List type answers with no amplification 


Level 2 (3-4) 
There is limited knowledge of the risks. Answers show some amplification. 


Level 3 (5-6) 
Good knowledge of risks.  Answers are amplified and developed. 


[6]  
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